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STOL TENNISINING O'ZIGA XOS XUSUSIYATI NIMADA? 
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Аннотация. Ushbu maqola stol  tennis va uning ijobiy va samarali diqqatga sazovor 

joylari haqida ma'lumotni o'z ichiga oladi, bu ular haqida ma'lumotga ega bo'lgan ikki tur. Tennis, 

asl nomi maysazor tennis, ikkita qarama-qarshi o'yinchi (yakkalik) yoki juft o'yinchi (juftlik) 

belgilangan o'lchamdagi, og'irlikdagi to'pni urish va to'rtburchaklar kortda to'r ustidan sakrash 

uchun tarang tortilgan raketkalardan foydalanadigan o'yin. Raqib to'pni belgilangan maydon 

o'lchamlari doirasida to'g'ri qaytara olmasa, o'yinchi yoki jamoaga ballar beriladi. 

Калит сўзлар: sport, tennis, o’yinchilar, jamoa, sportchilar.  

WHAT IS SPECIAL ABOUT TABLE TENNIS? 

Abstact.  This article contains information about table tennis and its positive and 

effective sights, it’s two types with information about them. Tennis, original name lawn tennis, 

game in which two opposing players (singles) or pairs of players (doubles) use tautly strung 

rackets to hit a ball of specified size, weight, and bounce over a net on a rectangular court. 

Points are awarded to a player or team whenever the opponent fails to correctly return the ball 

within the prescribed dimensions of the court. 

Key words:  sport, tennis, players, team, athletes.  

ЧТО ОСОБЕННОГО В НАСТОЛЬНОМ ТЕННИСЕ? 

Аннотация. Эта статья содержит информацию о теннисе и его положительных 

и эффективных аспектах, это два типа с информацией о них. Теннис, оригинальное 

название лаун-теннис, игра, в которой два игрока-соперника (одиночные) или пары игроков 

(парные) используют туго натянутые ракетки, чтобы отбить мяч определенного 

размера, веса и отскочить от сетки на прямоугольном корте. Очки начисляются игроку 

или команде всякий раз, когда соперник не может правильно вернуть мяч в пределах 

предписанных размеров площадки. 

Ключевые слова: спорт, теннис, игроки, команда, спортсмены. 

 

  Table tennis, also called (trademark) Ping-Pong, ball game similar in principle to lawn 

tennis and played on a flat table divided into two equal courts by a net fixed across its width at the 

middle. The object is to hit the ball so that it goes over the net and bounces on the opponent’s half 

of the table in such a way that the opponent cannot reach it or return it correctly. The lightweight 

hollow ball is propelled back and forth across the net by small rackets (bats, or paddles) held by 

the players.  

The game is popular all over the world. In most countries it is very highly organized as a 

competitive sport, especially in Europe and Asia, particularly in China and Japan. 

History. The game was invented in England in the early days of the 20th century and was 

originally called Ping-Pong, a trade name. The name table tennis was adopted in 1921–22 when 

the old Ping-Pong Association formed in 1902 was revived. The original association had broken 

up about 1905, though apparently the game continued to be played in parts of England outside 

London and by the 1920s was being played in many countries. 
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Led by representatives of Germany, Hungary, and England, the Fédération Internationale 

de Tennis de Table (International Table Tennis Federation) was founded in 1926, the founding 

members being England, Sweden, Hungary, India, Denmark, Germany, Czechoslovakia, Austria, 

and Wales. By the mid-1990s more than 165 national associations were members. 

The first world championships were held in London in 1926, and from then until 1939 the 

game was dominated by players from central Europe, the men’s team event being won nine times 

by Hungary and twice by Czechoslovakia. In the mid-1950s Asia emerged as a breeding ground 

of champions, and from that time the individual and team events (for both men and women) have 

been dominated by athletes from China. The popularity of the game in China was notable for 

giving rise to so-called “Ping-Pong diplomacy,” a period during the 1970s in which Cold War 

tensions between China and the United States were eased via a series of highly publicized table 

tennis matches between athletes from the two countries. The first such event—held in Beijing in 

1971—is widely credited with paving the way for U.S. Pres. Richard Nixon’s historic visit to 

China the following year.  

In 1980 the first World Cup was held, and Guo Yuehua of China won the $12,500 first 

prize. Table tennis became an Olympic sport in 1988, with singles and doubles competition for 

men and women. 

Table tennis is a fast-paced, competitive game that requires quick reflexes and great hand-

eye coordination. It’s also one of the most commonly played sports around the world today! 

Although it may sound like a complicated sport to play, table tennis actually only takes minutes to 

learn. 

Table Tennis is a game played on a flat table divided into two courts by a net. The 

lightweight hollow ball is propelled back and forth across the net by small rackets (bats, or paddles) 

held by the players. It is a fast-paced sport that requires quick reflexes and great hand-eye 

coordination. 

In normal play, the aim is to return the ball onto your opponents side of the table, only 

allowing it to bounce on your side once before hitting the ball with your racket. You win a point 

if your opponent fails to return the ball onto your side of the table. 

Table Tennis can be played as singles (one person playing against another) or doubles 

(two people playing on each side) where players have to make alternate shots. Table tennis is 

loosely based on a parlour game played in the 1880s by British Army officers stationed in India 

and South Africa. Their game was almost unrecognisable from the sport played today, using cigar 

box lids as bats and rounded wine bottle corks for balls. 

The game is naturally similar to a combination of both tennis and badminton, which were 

popular at the end of the 19th century. The early form of the sport was called Ping-Pong by most 

players. However, the name of this new game became a problem because it was also the name of 

an existing tabletop game made and copyrighted by Parker Brothers (in America). Ultimately, the 

name table tennis was adopted in 1921 and has become the most widely known name for the sport.  

It wasn’t until 1901 that the hollow celluloid ball was introduced, immediately gaining popularity 

around the world. Along with a new ball, the first rules were published in 1901. The first world 

championships were then held in London in 1926, the same year that the International Table Tennis 

Federation (ITTF) was formed. 
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The table tennis official rules that we know today are set forth by the ITTF, who were the 

first to come up with a uniform rule that all countries would adopt. This rule is called “Table 

Tennis: The Official Rulebook” and it has been revised three times, most recently in 2003. 

The rackets used today are very different to those used in the early days of the sport. It was 

1959 when the ITTF defined the first set of rules, requiring all rackets to be a piece of wood 

sandwiched by a thin sponge layer and rubber. Check out our full history of table tennis from 

1890’s to Present Day or how the table tennis ball has changed dramatically since those early days. 

Discovering any new sport can be quite daunting, especially with lots of new words you 

may not have seen before. Fortunately, Table Tennis is quite a simple game, so there are only a 

few new terms that you need to learn: 

- Forehand: A shot played on your dominant side, with your elbow pointing away from your 

opponent. 

- Backhand: A shot played from your non-dominant side, with forearm perpendicular to your 

opponent and elbow pointing out to the side. 

- Rally: A series of consecutive successful hits of the ball made by 1 or 2 players on either 

side of the table. 

- Let: Used when a ball hits the net and rolls over onto the receivers side of the table during 

the service, or when a point is interrupted and discontinued during a rally. 

- Point: Won whenever a player is unable to return the ball successfully during a rally. 

Table. All official Table Tennis tables have to have the same dimensions, or you’ll find 

yourself missing the table a lot! That is, the playing height needs to be 76cm (29.92 inches), the 

length should be 273cm (107.48 inches), whilst the width is 152.5 cm (107.48 inches). 

The tables themselves can be made of pretty much anything, although most tables you can 

buy will have wooden tops. They can also be painted / colored any color you like, although the 

common colours are dark blue / dark green because it’s much easier to see the ball on those colors. 

Net.  The net is comprised of 2 net posts and a long mesh fabric strung up in the middle of 

the table. The net should always be 15.25 cm (6 inches) tall, with a reasonable tension pulling at 

either sides so it doesn’t droop / dip in the middle.  

You’ll find all different kind of nets available around the world, including clip-on and metal 

nets. As long as you have a divider roughly 15cm tall, you’ll definitely still be able to enjoy a game 

of Table Tennis! 

Ball.  The ball you use must be spherical, with a diameter of 40mm and a weight of 2.7g. 

They are most commonly made of celluloid or a very similar plastic composition and must either 

white or orange. 

Table Tennis balls come in a few different types, depending on the quality specifications 

they are made on. Yep, some of them are less ’round’ than others! The most common types are 

‘training’ balls, 1-star, 2-star and 3-star balls. If you want to play competitively, most tournaments 

will always use a 3-star ball. For anyone just starting out, cheaper training balls will feel almost 

exactly the same. 

Racket/ Bat / Paddle.  After playing Table Tennis for over 15 years, I can safely say you’re 

allowed to call the racket any name you want! Many people call it bat / paddle / racket all across 
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the world. All rackets should consist of a wooden blade in the centre, with a layer of sponge and a 

layer of rubber on each side. 

The fun part with rackets is that they can be any size, shape or weight meaning that super-

sized rackets are legally allowed in competition! Not that it would help you too much. 

You’ll occasionally find plastic or wooden rackets, although I wouldn’t advise playing with 

these as they struggle to impart any spin onto the ball which is a key part of the sport. 

Table tennis is one of the world’s fastest-growing sports, played by millions of people 

every day. In fact, there are close to 300 million table tennis players in China alone! That is almost 

twice as many in any other country. I personally love the sport because of the competitive 1 on 1 

nature, relying on your own skill and ability to beat your opponent both tactically and mentally. 

Playing can be both incredibly challenging, as well as incredibly fun with Table Tennis being 

really enjoyable at a bar with a few drinks. Ignoring those few drinks, Table Tennis can also have 

many great health benefits as you need to be constantly moving whilst playing. 

It’s also a sport that people can play for their entire lives because it does not rely on natural 

quickness or speed but instead relies more heavily on technique and strategy. I’ve played (and lost) 

against people in their 80s who are still going strong.You get a whole spectrum of play with Table 

Tennis as it can be played with friends in the backyard or at home, whilst there are also many 

competitive tournaments that take place all over the world! Whilst you may never get to the level 

of the best table tennis players ever, it’s such a fun sport to play at all skill levels. 

Is Table Tennis a hard sport?  Table Tennis is a very simple sport to understand and play. 

It is very easy to learn the basic rules and moves, but it takes a lot of practice in order to perfect 

your form – this is what makes table tennis so difficult when you play against more experienced 

players! 

Table Tennis requires that you have quick reflexes when defending against aggressive shots 

from your opponent. You often have very little time to react, with the distance between players 

being only around 3 metres. That’s where the tactical nature of the sport is important, positioning 

yourself where you expect the opponent to hit the ball. 

When you play against better players, you’ll also find a lot of spin gets imparted on the ball. 

Without a lot of practise and training, it can be very difficult to read and understand this spin. With 

that all being said, if you want to play a casual game with a mate in your garden, it’s a very simple, 

relaxing and enjoyable sport. 
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